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ASPIRATION GROUP ASPIRATION GROUP ASPIRATION GROUP ASPIRATION GROUP 

Tulika likes to sing, dance, Tulika likes to sing, dance, Tulika likes to sing, dance, Tulika likes to sing, dance, 
parparparparticipate in dramas, do ticipate in dramas, do ticipate in dramas, do ticipate in dramas, do 
drawing and drawing and drawing and drawing and play etc. play etc. play etc. play etc.     

She also enjoys doing hand She also enjoys doing hand She also enjoys doing hand She also enjoys doing hand 
skill works, going for a walk, skill works, going for a walk, skill works, going for a walk, skill works, going for a walk, 
and collecting mangoes. and collecting mangoes. and collecting mangoes. and collecting mangoes.     

She is doing all activitieShe is doing all activitieShe is doing all activitieShe is doing all activities very s very s very s very 
well.well.well.well. 

She learns then after doing she comes and She learns then after doing she comes and She learns then after doing she comes and She learns then after doing she comes and 
shows to the teacher.  shows to the teacher.  shows to the teacher.  shows to the teacher.  In In In In math many times math many times math many times math many times 
she comes and asks “Didi please she comes and asks “Didi please she comes and asks “Didi please she comes and asks “Didi please explain to me explain to me explain to me explain to me 
then I'll dthen I'll dthen I'll dthen I'll do, you had told me but I've o, you had told me but I've o, you had told me but I've o, you had told me but I've 
forgforgforgforgotten".otten".otten".otten".    

She is a helpful child, always ready to She is a helpful child, always ready to She is a helpful child, always ready to She is a helpful child, always ready to 
help everyone. help everyone. help everyone. help everyone.     
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English Language English Language English Language English Language ----    She has to try gShe has to try gShe has to try gShe has to try getting more involved in class. Hetting more involved in class. Hetting more involved in class. Hetting more involved in class. Her spellings need er spellings need er spellings need er spellings need 
work and she makes errors even though she might know a spelling all because of not work and she makes errors even though she might know a spelling all because of not work and she makes errors even though she might know a spelling all because of not work and she makes errors even though she might know a spelling all because of not 
paying attention. paying attention. paying attention. paying attention.     

She often refuses to converse in English and continues in Hindi. She has trouble She often refuses to converse in English and continues in Hindi. She has trouble She often refuses to converse in English and continues in Hindi. She has trouble She often refuses to converse in English and continues in Hindi. She has trouble 
telling the difference between 'b,d,p' but has been getting better in this regard. telling the difference between 'b,d,p' but has been getting better in this regard. telling the difference between 'b,d,p' but has been getting better in this regard. telling the difference between 'b,d,p' but has been getting better in this regard.     

She played a memorable 'pig' in the drama and delivered her lines well. She played a memorable 'pig' in the drama and delivered her lines well. She played a memorable 'pig' in the drama and delivered her lines well. She played a memorable 'pig' in the drama and delivered her lines well.     

She had trouble reShe had trouble reShe had trouble reShe had trouble remembering the lyrics ofmembering the lyrics ofmembering the lyrics ofmembering the lyrics of    the carol but she sang as many lines as the carol but she sang as many lines as the carol but she sang as many lines as the carol but she sang as many lines as 
she could.she could.she could.she could. 

Hindi Language Hindi Language Hindi Language Hindi Language ----    She has learnt to do Hindi reading, though she is bit slow. She She has learnt to do Hindi reading, though she is bit slow. She She has learnt to do Hindi reading, though she is bit slow. She She has learnt to do Hindi reading, though she is bit slow. She 
regularly needs help iregularly needs help iregularly needs help iregularly needs help in reading big words. She has non reading big words. She has non reading big words. She has non reading big words. She has no    particular preference in particular preference in particular preference in particular preference in 
reading.reading.reading.reading.        She makes mistakes in writing as her matras are not clear to her.She makes mistakes in writing as her matras are not clear to her.She makes mistakes in writing as her matras are not clear to her.She makes mistakes in writing as her matras are not clear to her.    
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Odia Language Odia Language Odia Language Odia Language ----    Tulika is smart and charming. She likes to dance on Odia songs. Tulika is smart and charming. She likes to dance on Odia songs. Tulika is smart and charming. She likes to dance on Odia songs. Tulika is smart and charming. She likes to dance on Odia songs. 
SheSheSheShe    lacklacklacklackssss    concentration, so she is unable to receivconcentration, so she is unable to receivconcentration, so she is unable to receivconcentration, so she is unable to receive and grasp much. She needs to be e and grasp much. She needs to be e and grasp much. She needs to be e and grasp much. She needs to be 
more sincere in studies.more sincere in studies.more sincere in studies.more sincere in studies. 

Hindi Language Hindi Language Hindi Language Hindi Language ----    She thinks a lot but is unable to express herself through writing. She thinks a lot but is unable to express herself through writing. She thinks a lot but is unable to express herself through writing. She thinks a lot but is unable to express herself through writing. 
Though she speaks well.Though she speaks well.Though she speaks well.Though she speaks well.    

She has to She has to She has to She has to be be be be explained Hindi Grammar concepts many time.explained Hindi Grammar concepts many time.explained Hindi Grammar concepts many time.explained Hindi Grammar concepts many time.    We are encouraging We are encouraging We are encouraging We are encouraging 
her to rher to rher to rher to read more and listen to the matras used carefully.ead more and listen to the matras used carefully.ead more and listen to the matras used carefully.ead more and listen to the matras used carefully. 

Projects Class Projects Class Projects Class Projects Class ----    Cheerful, adorable and Cheerful, adorable and Cheerful, adorable and Cheerful, adorable and 
intelligent, Tulika is one of the youngest in intelligent, Tulika is one of the youngest in intelligent, Tulika is one of the youngest in intelligent, Tulika is one of the youngest in 
the group. She enjoys telling stories and the group. She enjoys telling stories and the group. She enjoys telling stories and the group. She enjoys telling stories and 
acting in plays. Her reading and writing acting in plays. Her reading and writing acting in plays. Her reading and writing acting in plays. Her reading and writing 
requires improvement, a process in which she requires improvement, a process in which she requires improvement, a process in which she requires improvement, a process in which she 
eagerly participates too and hence can be eagerly participates too and hence can be eagerly participates too and hence can be eagerly participates too and hence can be 
achieved without much difficulty.achieved without much difficulty.achieved without much difficulty.achieved without much difficulty. 
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(3) (3) (3) (3) BUYING and SELLING AT A MARKET BUYING and SELLING AT A MARKET BUYING and SELLING AT A MARKET BUYING and SELLING AT A MARKET 
PLACE PLACE PLACE PLACE ----    She had a fruit shop. She sold all She had a fruit shop. She sold all She had a fruit shop. She sold all She had a fruit shop. She sold all 
kinds of fruits and fruit juices. kinds of fruits and fruit juices. kinds of fruits and fruit juices. kinds of fruits and fruit juices.     

She said “ didi I like to buy and eat. But what She said “ didi I like to buy and eat. But what She said “ didi I like to buy and eat. But what She said “ didi I like to buy and eat. But what 
to doto doto doto do,,,,    I forget counting.  I forget counting.  I forget counting.  I forget counting.      

In the market she helped all the shopkeepers, In the market she helped all the shopkeepers, In the market she helped all the shopkeepers, In the market she helped all the shopkeepers, 
bought all things and bought all things and bought all things and bought all things and counted the money.counted the money.counted the money.counted the money. 

PROJECTSPROJECTSPROJECTSPROJECTS    ----    (1)(1)(1)(1)  ME AND MYSELF ME AND MYSELF ME AND MYSELF ME AND MYSELF ----    She said I'm sad She said I'm sad She said I'm sad She said I'm sad as a child, as a child, as a child, as a child, I feel II feel II feel II feel I''''m a m a m a m a 
monkey. I always want to play and not study. I want to eat and jump everywhere. monkey. I always want to play and not study. I want to eat and jump everywhere. monkey. I always want to play and not study. I want to eat and jump everywhere. monkey. I always want to play and not study. I want to eat and jump everywhere.         

(2)(2)(2)(2)    OWN CHOICE PROJECT OWN CHOICE PROJECT OWN CHOICE PROJECT OWN CHOICE PROJECT ----    she took she took she took she took the topic the topic the topic the topic """"IIIInsectnsectnsectnsectssss". She learnt ". She learnt ". She learnt ". She learnt about about about about 
different insects, different insects, different insects, different insects, names, honames, honames, honames, how they look, colour, what they w they look, colour, what they w they look, colour, what they w they look, colour, what they eat, where they live, eat, where they live, eat, where they live, eat, where they live, in in in in 
which environment they grow fastwhich environment they grow fastwhich environment they grow fastwhich environment they grow fast,,,,    and how they are of help and how they are of help and how they are of help and how they are of help to to to to us human beings.us human beings.us human beings.us human beings.    
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(4) (4) (4) (4) Plants Plants Plants Plants ––––    as per her opinion plants are our best as per her opinion plants are our best as per her opinion plants are our best as per her opinion plants are our best 
friend. Trees love us at any cost but we love them friend. Trees love us at any cost but we love them friend. Trees love us at any cost but we love them friend. Trees love us at any cost but we love them 
only when we needonly when we needonly when we needonly when we need    themthemthemthem....    
(5) (5) (5) (5) Family Family Family Family ----    The purpose was to draw a family The purpose was to draw a family The purpose was to draw a family The purpose was to draw a family 
tree, understand all family and relatives from tree, understand all family and relatives from tree, understand all family and relatives from tree, understand all family and relatives from 
mother's anmother's anmother's anmother's and father's side. While doing the project d father's side. While doing the project d father's side. While doing the project d father's side. While doing the project 
she said “everyone has a family, everyone knows she said “everyone has a family, everyone knows she said “everyone has a family, everyone knows she said “everyone has a family, everyone knows 
and live with them but we do not know names the and live with them but we do not know names the and live with them but we do not know names the and live with them but we do not know names the 
of the different relations. In our village language of the different relations. In our village language of the different relations. In our village language of the different relations. In our village language 
we don't differentiate them like this”. Making the we don't differentiate them like this”. Making the we don't differentiate them like this”. Making the we don't differentiate them like this”. Making the 
family tree and family tree and family tree and family tree and doing the relatives' roles was like a doing the relatives' roles was like a doing the relatives' roles was like a doing the relatives' roles was like a 
drama drama drama drama to her.to her.to her.to her.     

Tulika takes everything lightly, she is playful all the time. Tulika takes everything lightly, she is playful all the time. Tulika takes everything lightly, she is playful all the time. Tulika takes everything lightly, she is playful all the time. 
Because of which she does not pickup things quickly. Many Because of which she does not pickup things quickly. Many Because of which she does not pickup things quickly. Many Because of which she does not pickup things quickly. Many 
times she has to be times she has to be times she has to be times she has to be told told told told strictly. strictly. strictly. strictly.     
But oBut oBut oBut once she understands the concepts she nce she understands the concepts she nce she understands the concepts she nce she understands the concepts she performs.performs.performs.performs.    

GamesGamesGamesGames    ----    She She She She 
plays & plays & plays & plays & 
partipartipartiparticipates in all cipates in all cipates in all cipates in all 
physical activities physical activities physical activities physical activities 
and games. She and games. She and games. She and games. She 
plays base kick plays base kick plays base kick plays base kick 
ball and football.ball and football.ball and football.ball and football. 

 


